Early results of endovascular treatment using percutaneous vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration in acute lower limb ischemia
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ABSTRACT

**Introduction.** Open balloon thrombectomy and embolectomy remain the preferred initial option in the management of acute lower limb ischemia (ALI), but various endovascular techniques have become accessible and are growing in popularity. The aim of the study was to assess our early experience with percutaneous vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration using the Penumbra/Indigo\(^®\) system for non-traumatic ALI.

**Material and methods.** The study group comprised 13 patients with ALI who received treatment between September 2022 and June 2023; with 7 (53.8%) being males. The median age was 71 years (25%-75% IQR 62.5-77.5). ALI cases were classified according to the Rutherford scale: grade I – 2 (15.3%), grade IIA – 7 (53.8%), and grade IIB – 4 (30.7%). In 10 (76.9%) cases, ischemia was classified as “acute-on-chronic.” The occluded native vascular segment, determined through preoperative computer tomography angiography (n=4; 30.7%), duplex scanning (n=5; 38.4%), or both examinations (n=4; 30.7%), were as follows: superficial femoral artery (n=7) and popliteal artery (n=2). In two patients, thrombosis of the below-knee femoropopliteal bypass with autogenous vein was identified, while two others presented with femoral artery stent thrombosis. An embolic etiology of ALI was observed in 4 (30.7%) cases, and thrombotic etiology in 9 (69.2%) cases. Endovascular access was established via the ipsilateral common femoral artery (n=10), crossover (n=2), or brachial artery (n=1). Thromboaspiration was carried out using dedicated CAT6™ and CAT8™ catheters.

**Results.** The technical success rate of vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration was 92.3%. Subsequent angiography revealed accompanying occlusive-stenotic lesions in all instances, necessitating transluminal angioplasty, and in 8 (61.5%) patients, additional stenting was required. Catheter-directed thrombolysis was utilized as an adjunct in one patient. There were 2 (15.3%) instances of distal embolization, both addressed within the same surgical session. Survival and limb salvage rates at the 30th-day follow-up stood at 100%.

**Conclusions.** Utilizing the Penumbra/Indigo® system, percutaneous vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration appears to be a safe and effective minimally invasive technique for treating ALI. This method allows for the concurrent correction of coexisting chronic peripheral arterial lesions.
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**Key messages**

What is not yet known about the issue addressed in the submitted manuscript

Since open thromb/emolectomy and catheter-directed thrombolysis remain the first-choice options in the treatment of acute lower limb ischemia (ALI), the role of other endovascular techniques, including percutaneous aspiration thromboctomy, is not yet well defined.
The research hypothesis
We assume that percutaneous vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration using Penumbra/Indigo® device and dedicated catheters (CAT™) can be suitable for ALI of multiple etiology.

The novelty added by manuscript to the already published scientific literature
In the context of the first experience applying percutaneous vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration using Penumbra/Indigo® system in the Republic of Moldova, we identified that this is a safe and effective minimally invasive technique for the treatment of non-traumatic ALI of various causes: embolism, native arteries or stent thrombosis, acutely occluded femoropopliteal bypass with autogenous vein conduit; as well as for “acute-on-chronic” ischemia. The method allows simultaneous correction of coexisting chronic peripheral arterial lesions. Intraoperative distal embolization occurs rarely and can be solved during the same surgical session.

Introduction
Acute lower limb ischemia (ALI) is characterized by a sudden decrease in arterial perfusion of the pelvic extremity, potentially threatening the viability of the respective anatomical segment and requiring urgent evaluation and treatment [1]. ALI remains one of the most frequent vascular surgical emergencies, being associated with a high rate of amputation of the affected extremity and a mortality rate surpassed only by that recorded in cases of ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm [2, 3].

Embolism, in-situ thrombosis of the native artery, stent or vascular graft thrombosis, arterial trauma, or a complicated peripheral aneurysm (sac thrombosis or distal embolization) stand among the common etiological factors of ALI [2, 4]. Atrial fibrillation and mural intracardiac thrombosis that develop after myocardial infarction are presently more frequently noted sources of peripheral embolism [4]. Concurrently, a significant proportion is attributed to iatrogenic embolism, which arises intraoperatively during percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) for peripheral arterial disease of the lower extremities – an endovascular intervention that is frequently performed in the daily practice of vascular surgery services [5]. In the same context, acute stent thrombosis, particularly at the level of the femoropopliteal artery, is diagnosed in over 6% of cases [6].

Restoring the patency of the arterial lumen as swiftly as possible, ideally within the initial 6-8 hours following the onset of ALI, is crucial for preserving the limb and constitutes the primary objective of treatment [4]. Conventionally, this is achieved through open surgery – thromb/embolectomy using the Fogarty balloon catheter. The technique is characterized by its surgical simplicity, cost-effectiveness, speed, and accessibility, and it is largely clinically effective, particularly in cases of embolic ALI where a single arterial segment is obstructed, especially above the knee [3, 7]. However, the same intervention doesn't yield a similar technical success in the presence of organized embolic masses situated within small-caliber arteries or when embolism occurs against the backdrop of peripheral arterial disease – a situation known as “acute-on-chronic” ischemia [7]. By the way, the latter is being increasingly registered in recent studies dedicated to peripheral arterial embolism [1]. Advancing the balloon catheter towards the infrapopliteal vessels, especially in diabetic patients where distal occlusive-stenotic lesions are characteristic, may encounter difficulties [8, 9]. Also, it’s important to take into account that the procedure is typically carried out blindly in the vast majority of cases, without the option of separately guiding the catheter towards the lumen of each calf artery (tibial or peroneal arteries). The routine practice of performing fluoroscopic-assisted balloon thrombectomy or intraoperative angiography is still limited [3, 7, 8, 10]. In the clinical circumstances mentioned above, the extraction of thrombotic masses with the Fogarty catheter often remains incomplete, with the documented rate of residual thrombosis in small-caliber (distal) arteries varying between 36% and 86% [3].

Nonetheless, even in the absence of pre-existing atherosclerotic lesions, the indirect surgical embolectomy using a balloon catheter can be linked to the migration of thrombotic masses (resulting in distal embolization or, conversely, propagation in the proximal direction) or harm to the arterial wall (such as dissection or perforation), delayed pseudoaneurysm or arteriovenous fistula formation, and diffuse arterial narrowing due to intimal proliferation [5, 11]. Therefore, in cases of ALI, more intricate surgical interventions for limb revascularization might frequently be necessary: open procedures (like endarterectomy or bypass surgery) or hybrid approaches (combining open surgery with endovascular techniques) [12].

In an effort to address the aforementioned deficiencies in open surgical ALI treatment over the past two decades, specialized medical companies have introduced new technologies and devices for percutaneous revascularization. Consequently, the current array of endovascular treatment methods applicable to ALI patients encompasses: catheter-directed thrombolysis; ultrasound-accelerated
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thrombolysis; percutaneous mechanical thrombectomy involving rheolytic or fragmentation (rotational) techniques; pharmacomechanical thrombectomy; simultaneous angioplasty combined with thrombolytic irrigation (SATI technique); as well as manual percutaneous aspiration thrombectomy or the utilization of devices offering continuous automatic thromboaspiration [4, 7, 13]. To the latter group is also attributed the Penumbra Indigo® (Penumbra Inc., Alameda, CA, USA) – a device designed for extracting thrombotic masses/emboli from the lumen of peripheral vessels through percutaneous vacuum-assisted aspiration, applicable in cases of ALI and venous thrombosis. The initial data reported up to this point for the utilization of the Penumbra Indigo® system in ALI seem promising, but the overall evidence remains limited. The objective of the current study was to present the preliminary results of our initial experience with the application of percutaneous vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration in patients with non-traumatic ALI resulting from infrainguinal occlusions.

Material and methods

The study was carried out in the University Vascular Surgery Clinic, Chair of General Surgery-Semiology No.3 of the "Nicolaie Testemițanu" State University of Medicine and Pharmacy (Department of Vascular Surgery, Institute of Emergency Medicine, Chișinău), during the period September 2022 – June 2023. Informed consent was acquired from all subjects encompassed by the study. The data from the electronic register of prospective records of patients who underwent revascularization surgery for ALI were evaluated, and cases treated with the application of percutaneous thromboaspiration using the Penumbra Indigo® system were selected for further analysis. The mentioned research received approval from the institutional Ethics Committee, within the project dedicated to the study of acute ischemia of the extremities (No.1 of 16.02.2021).

Features of Penumbra Indigo® system. As per the manufacturer’s specifications, the Indigo® device (Fig. 1A) comprises the subsequent components: Penumbra Engine® aspiration source, Penumbra Engine canister, Indigo aspiration tubing equipped with a valve switch for system activation and deactivation, Indigo Separator™, and Indigo CAT™ mechanical thrombectomy catheters.

The aspiration source is capable of providing a pure, continuous vacuum (-29 in Hg / 736.6 mm Hg / 98.2 kPa / 0.96 Atm), enabling the elimination of thrombi from the lumen of vessels with various diameters. This capability is also attributed to the availability of an extensive array of catheters with different diameters and lengths, designed to be tapered and resistant to collapsing (Fig. 1B): CAT3, CAT5, CAT6, CAT8 (including various tips: STR / TORQ / XTORQ), CAT D, CAT RX, or CAT7 and CAT12 – the latter two being of a newer generation.

Technical aspects of percutaneous vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration. Following the establishment of endovascular access and the placement of a 6F or 8F sheath, digital subtraction angiography (DSA) was conducted to confirm the location and extent of arterial occlusion. The guide-wire was advanced through the occlusive lesion, and subsequently, the dedicated thromboaspiration catheter was guided towards the proximal end of the lesion. After the catheter tip engaged the thrombus, the suction pump was activated, with a wait time of approximately 90 seconds to enable the creation of negative pressure. Subsequently, the suction tube switch was turned on, and the catheter was gradually withdrawn. Confirmation of thrombi aspiration was visual (by observing the presence of thrombotic masses in the canister after defoaming its contents), and also through DSA. In the presence of co-existing or underlying hemodynamically significant occlusive-stenotic lesions, their simultaneous endovascular treatment was applied, depending on the assessment of the operating surgeons.

Definitions and data interpretations. As per the guidelines, acute limb ischemia was defined with symptom duration less than 2 weeks [1]. The degree and clinical categories of ischemia were evaluated in line with the widely
the following were notable: arterial hypertension (n=13), categorized as “acute-on-chronic”. Among comorbidities, type IIB (30.7%). In 10 (76.9%) instances, ischemia was identified as the etiological factor of ALI. Thrombosis (n=9; 69.2%) or embolism (6 P’s), occurring over 72 (25%-75%IQR 24-96) hours after onset (4-302). Thromboaspiration was successfully performed in two cases, resulting in a perioperative amputation rate of 3.8% (6.3-9.4%).

All patients had a history of superficial femoral artery stenting for chronic occlusive-stenotic lesions, and two others had undergone femoropopliteal below-knee autogenous vein bypass. Laboratory data revealed leukocytosis (n=6), hyperfibrinogenemia (n=6), mild anemia (n=4), and thrombocytopenia (n=2). All patients received therapeutic doses of anticoagulants (n=6), or enoxaparin (n=3; 23%).

The occluded arterial segment determined by preoperative computer tomography angiography (n=4; 30.7%), duplex scan (n=5; 38.4%), or both examinations (n=4; 30.7%) included the superficial femoral artery (n=7) and popliteal artery (n=2). Embolus/thrombus of the femoropopliteal below-knee bypass was identified in two patients, while two others experienced acute stent thrombosis of the superficial femoral artery.

Results of the application of thromboaspiration and adjuvant endovascular techniques.

Patients underwent revascularization through percutaneous mechanical thromboaspiration using the Penumbra/Indigo® system as a primary or salvage intervention within 9 (25%-75%IQR 2.5-48) hours after hospitalization (2-96). In 11 (84.6%) cases, thromboaspiration was performed with local anesthesia, and in two others – under spinal anesthesia. Endovascular access was established via the ipsilateral common femoral artery (n=10), crossover (n=2), or brachial artery (n=1). DSA before thromboaspiration revealed thrombotic occlusion with no distal flow (TIPI score = 0) in all instances. Thromboaspiration was conducted using dedicated CAT6™ (n=3) and CAT8™ (n=10) catheters as the initial choice, depending on the diameter of the targeted vessel. Technical success (TIPI score = 2-3) was achieved in 12 out of 13 (92.3%) cases. In one patient with bypass thrombosis, despite recanalization of the autologous venous conduit and subsequent PTA for infrapopliteal occlusive lesions, restoration of distal flow was not possible. Consequently, a decision was made to opt for catheter-guided thrombolysis.

Control angiography following aspiration revealed associated infrainguinal occlusive-stenotic lesions in all cases, necessitating the use of adjunctive techniques: PTA, and in 8 (61.5%) cases – additional stenting of the femoropopliteal segment (Fig. 2). Distal embolization was identified during thromboaspiration in two cases, resulting in a perioperative complication rate of 15.3%. It’s important to note that both instances were readily resolved during the same operative session through repeated aspiration (gr.1 CIRSE).
The duration of surgical interventions ranged from 60 minutes to 160 minutes, with a median value of 120 (25%-75% IQR 72.5-120) minutes. The volume of intraoperative blood loss (aspirated into the canister) ranged from 260 ml to 480 ml. No patients required postprocedural blood transfusion. The clinical success rate was 92.3%. Follow-up duplex scanning confirmed the preservation of primary patency in all cases. There were no instances of death within the 30-day period, and the limb salvage rate was 100%.

**Discussion**

Despite its multiple shortcomings and potential perioperative complications, open thrombectomy with the Fogarty catheter remains the standard approach for ALI caused by embolism [1]. In contrast, the present study reflects the results of the initial experience of percutaneous vacuum-assisted thrombectomy using the Penumbra Indigo® system for ALI in the Republic of Moldova. In all four of our cases considered with embolic etiology, coexisting occlusive-stenotic lesions were identified after percutaneous thromboaspiration, necessitating adjunctive treatment – PTA or stenting. It can be assumed that in these cases, the standard approach might have overlooked the associated lesions with significant hemodynamic impairment, potentially affecting clinical outcomes or necessitating additional surgery. Moreover, three patients had previously undergone surgery for embolism, potentially exposing them to the associated risks of repeated procedures. Generally, considering the substantial percentage of cases presenting with “acute-on-chronic” ischemia (76.9%) and the dominance of arterial thrombosis (69.2%), the conventional open approach within the studied group likely would have necessitated complex revascularization interventions instead of simple balloon thromb-/embolectomy. Given the patients’ advanced age and the elevated prevalence of comorbidities, we hold the view that bypass surgery might have been linked to notably higher morbidity rates compared to those observed following the application of the percutaneous technique.

The current guidelines suggest catheter-directed thrombolysis as an alternative to surgery in ALI, with both methods demonstrating comparable clinical outcomes [1, 3, 16]. However, thrombolysis has somewhat more limited indications, being recommended for less severe ALI cases (Rutherford grade IIA); and the rate of complications such as intracranial hemorrhage, major bleeding requiring surgery or transfusion, distal embolization, and compartment syndrome remains high (13%-30%) [11, 14, 17]. Furthermore, the approach demands meticulous monitoring in the intensive care unit with the requirement for subsequent angiography; it is time- and resource-intensive, and the reported high rate of technical success (up to 90%) can be attained only after the accumulation of extensive personal experience [16, 18]. Other previously mentioned endovascular techniques are also associated with a certain percentage of specific complications: hemorrhages, distal embolization (pharmaco-mechanical thrombectomy), hemolysis and renal failure (rheolytic thrombectomy), vessel injury (ultrasound-enhanced thrombolysis) [4, 19].

Among the endovascular techniques potentially associated with reduced periprocedural risks, percutaneous...
thromboaspiration stands out as a treatment option for ALI patients. In 1978, Horvath et al. first proposed the use of intra-arterial catheter aspiration to address iatrogenic embolism related to PTA [5]. Manual aspiration thrombectomy was subsequently described by Snidermann et al. in 1984 and successfully implemented using sheaths and catheters by Starck et al. in 1985 [11, 14, 20]. Traditionally, this procedure involves the use of a large-bore catheter and manual (50 ml) syringe aspiration, making it a cost-effective and widely available approach with a high technical success rate, ranging between 87% and 96% [21, 22]. Manual thromboaspiration has long been used as a complementary technique to thrombolysis, but current viewpoints suggest that it can also serve as the primary choice, with thrombolysis reserved for cases of treatment failure [10]. However, the method has several limitations. One of the primary concerns is the occurrence of sudden pressure changes during aspiration due to the inability of manual suction to maintain a stable (negative) pressure, which could potentially lead to distal embolization or the movement of the clot in a proximal direction [4, 7]. Additionally, the occurrence of arterial spasm, iatrogenic intimal dissections, or thrombosis is not negligible, mainly due to the necessity for multiple catheter movements [11, 20, 22].

Several devices for automatic thromboaspiration have recently been introduced, among which is the Penumbra Indigo® system. Initially, in 2005, the Penumbra mechanical thrombectomy system, utilizing vacuum aspiration as its primary mechanism of action, became available for revascularizing occluded intracranial vessels in patients with acute ischemic stroke [2, 14]. Following a successful initial experience in treating stroke, acute pulmonary embolism, and renovascular occlusions, another device was launched in 2014 – the Penumbra Indigo® aspiration thrombectomy system, specifically designed for peripheral applications [5, 14]. The summarized early outcomes, reflecting the experiences of conducting peripheral thromboaspiration for ALI using the Penumbra Indigo® system across various medical centers, in addition to our own data, are outlined in Table 1.

Table 1. Concise synthesis of early outcomes of percutaneous thromboaspiration for ALI using the Penumbra Indigo® system from international experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
<th>(Assisted) technical success rate</th>
<th>Limb salvage rate at 30 day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gandini et al. (2015) [8]</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baumann et al. (2016) [18]</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>(53.9%)*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxon et al.; PRISM trial (2017) [11]</td>
<td>79†</td>
<td>(96.2%)</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwok et al. (2018) [19]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez et al. (2020) [16]</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>88.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farhat-Sabat et al. (2020) [5]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Donato et al.; INDIAN trial (2021) [14]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>88.7% (95.3%)</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zied et al. (2021) [21]</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>(94.7%)</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossi et al. (2021) [12]</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>70% (90%)</td>
<td>87.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present study (2023)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>(92.3%)</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *treated with Penumbra system (non-dedicated); †for above-the-knee occlusions; ‡52 cases – treated with Penumbra system (non-dedicated), 27 cases – treated with Indigo® system.

Percutaneous aspiration thrombectomy is suitable for patients with anticipated difficulty during surgical embolectomy (morbidly obese, previous groin surgery) or an anticipated need for adjuvant endovascular procedures [21], as well as in cases when catheter-directed thrombolysis is contraindicated [11, 14, 20]. As in the case of the application of many other techniques, the success of the method is determined by the selection of appropriate cases. More acute thrombus, presumably softer and more malleable, has a higher probability of successful removal [12, 18]. Despite the delayed referral of the patients in the current study (median value of ALI onset–presentation time being 72 hours), we obtained a high clinical success rate, presumably due to the predominance of atherothrombotic cases with well-developed collateralization.

The location of the arterial occlusion is considered a factor that can influence the technical success of the method. In the below-knee segments, the technique has a higher reported rate of success because the lesions are more often iatrogenic, shorter, and there is better concordance between the diameter of the vessel and the catheter [21]. Vice versa, a lower success rate in the above-knee lesions may be explained by a larger mismatch between the vessel size and the thrombectomy catheter size [18]. Therefore, the use of larger catheters, even in smaller vessels, is favored and believed to provide better thrombus removal [16].

Vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration minimizes the risk of endothelium injury and potential iatrogenic distal embolization, which are typical for open surgery [5, 11]. The reported rate of the latter during endovascular interventions is 1-5%, while in some studies it can be as high as 24% [22]. However, the actual frequency of this complication is believed to be much higher, estimated at 30-50%; fortunately, it often remains clinically silent [20, 22]. The open surgical approach in such cases, using the Fogarty balloon catheter in the below-knee arterial segment, could be ineffective due to the difficulty in directing the catheter into crural and foot arteries, and therefore does not appear to be an equivalent alternative to endovascular treatment [8]. In our study group, two (15.3%) cases of distal embolization were
identified. However, it should be noted that these occurred during our initial practical experience when the full range of dedicated catheters was not yet available. Fortunately, both complications were ultimately resolved within the same intervention by repeating the aspiration procedure. Jung Guen Cha et al. reported a similar rate of distal embolization (16.7%). It’s important to mention that the authors used a Penumbra aspiration catheter and a simple syringe instead of an automated device [3]. Overall, the rate of perioperative complications associated with the use of vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration is acceptable, ranging from 2% to 14%, being basically non-device specific [3, 14, 16].

Under the aspect of interventional technique, the use of access sheaths with removable check-flow valves that can be replaced, or rotating hemostatic valves, is considered beneficial. The last one allows for easier introduction of the catheters without damage to the tip, as well as removal of the clot intact when “corked” at the end of the aspiration catheter [11]. Even if its use remains at the discretion of the operating surgeon, the Indigo Separator™ allows thrombus disruption at the tip of the catheter ensuring its patency and makes possible fragmentation of the clot with cleaning the lumen without catheter removal [11, 14]. In general, it is believed that better results are related to a more precise technique, including the 1:1 sizing of the CAT™ catheter to the target vessel diameter in all cases, the application of the Separator™ in almost half of the cases, and the use of more than one catheter per case when necessary [14].

Judicious use of suction control by switching the on/off position of the tube valve and intermittent application of vacuum-assisted aspiration became important tricks for minimizing blood loss [11, 16]. By the way, the volume of hemorrhage in our study was comparable to the amounts described by other authors – on average 240 ml (up to 600 ml) [14].

To the disadvantages of percutaneous aspiration thrombectomy compared to catheter-directed thrombolysis can be attributed a potentially higher risk of traumatic injury to the endothelium and the inability to infuse lytic agents into collaterals or run-off arteries that are too small for an aspiration catheter [3]. However, it is important to mention that in the case of failure of vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration as an initial approach, the possibility of resorting to thrombolysis, embolectomy, or bypass surgery is not ruled out [14, 18]. In a similar context, unsuccessful open thromb-/embolectomy does not exclude the possibility of subsequent application of percutaneous thromboaspiration [3, 23].

Currently, other automated systems for percutaneous aspiration thrombectomy in ALI are also available, such as ClearLumen-II (ClearLumen-II, Groupates), which includes pulse spray thrombolysis; Aspirex (Straub Medical AG), which provides fragmentation of the thrombus by the spinning steel helix; or ThromCat XT (Spectranetics International, Leusden, The Netherlands), which implies rotational thrombectomy [7, 9]. More recently, the Indigo® Lightning™ 7 system, followed by the Lightning Bolt™ 7 and Lightning Flash™, have been implemented, providing intelligent computer-aided mechanical aspiration. Nevertheless, due to the limited evidence regarding the comparative efficacy of the respective methods, at the moment, it cannot be concluded that one of the thromboaspiration techniques is obviously superior in cases of ALI.

In conclusion, the Indigo® system represents a modern, minimally invasive technology with high effectiveness and a low rate of complications, suitable for both primary treatment of ALI and salvage or secondary therapy. The system setup is straightforward and doesn’t necessitate the use of adjunctive devices or thrombolytic agents. Advantages of the technique include immediate restoration of blood flow and the absence of the need for protection filters. The availability of dedicated catheters with different diameters allows for reaching clots in very distal arteries, overcoming a limitation present in other techniques [8, 14]. The diverse clinical scenarios suitable for applying this technique to ALI patients, as also confirmed in our study (embolism, athero-thrombosis, stent or bypass thrombosis, “acute-on-chronic” ischemia), highlight the wide applicability of the method. These factors could potentially contribute to a shift in the treatment trend for ALI in the near future.

Conclusions
Percutaneous vacuum-assisted thromboaspiration using the Penumbra/Indigo® system appears to be a safe and effective minimally invasive technique for treating ALI, providing the opportunity for concurrent correction of concomitant chronic peripheral arterial lesions.
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